
Fast, accurate document comparisons with visualization and tracking tools to 
help you progress reviews more confidently and much faster. 

Multiple comparison choices
With Workshare Compare 8, you can 
compare documents and view changes in
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Key Features

• In-product OCR technology for
direct, image-based PDF
comparisons

• Integration with SharePoint,
iManage, NetDocuments,
Documentum, and OpenText

• Compare  Microsoft Word, PDF
and PDF/A files; output redline
and “DeltaFiles” to PDF and
PDF/A

• Patented category view for at-a-
glance review of relevant
changes

• Efficient change searching for
quicker results

Complex document comparison 
faster and more accurately 
Reduce reviewing cycles and eliminate risk 
when comparing PDF or Word file 
documents. Easily and accurately compare 
all content in high-value and lengthy 
documents – including auto-numbered 
paragraphs, font changes, and formatting. 
Compare 8 even shows changes in 
Microsoft Excel tables embedded within 
Microsoft Word documents.

Easily review the changes that 
matter to you
Workshare’s patented category view 
organizes the changes so you can drill 
down directly to the ones that are the most 
relevant, improving efficiency during the 
review cycle and reducing time and cost. 
Changes can be ordered by category, list 
view, or status, ensuring none of the 
changes go unseen.

the way that best suits your workflow. 
Compare documents directly from Outlook, 
from within Microsoft Word, or from your 
desktop using the standalone app.

• Updated interface allows you to 
work faster

• Changes categorized for 
easier review

• Automatic alert and comparison
of modified attachments

• Improved search finds changes 
faster

• Easier installation, integration, 
and management

• Additional APIs for custom
integrations

Figure 1: View the change summary, the original document, review copy, and multiple modified versions within 
one easy-to-use interface.



Industry Recognition

• Workshare wins Best 
Collaboration Software in The
Recorder’s Best Legal Services 
issue (2012)

• Workshare nominated as Best 
Cloud Provider Finalist in British 
Computer Society’s 2012 UK IT 
Industry Awards

• Workshare wins Gold at the
2012 Golden Bridge Awards

• Workshare named to KMWorld’s
2011 List of 100 Companies

• EContent names Workshare Top
20 Industry Leader 

• Workshare honored with
Tomorrow’s Technology Today
Award

• Microsoft awards Workshare
ISV/Software Solutions Partner 
of the Year

Compare one document to multiple 
versions
Compare more than two documents at one 
time, Word or PDF files, including image-based 
documents. The three-pane view automatically 
highlights differences for easy identification of 
what has been changed.
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Contact us

North America:  
+1 415 975 3855 / 888 404 4246

Europe:  
+44 20 7426 0000 / +49 6227 381 111

Asia:  
+61 2 8220 8090 / +852 2251 8985

www.workshare.com/contactus

sales@workshare.com

Save comparisons
Save the comparison as a Workshare 
Compare DeltaFile – a valuable control 
document containing the original and 
modified documents and redline. Users can 
also save the redline document as a DOC/
DOCX, RTF, HTML, TXT, PDF, or PDF/A file.

Secure, open XML document 
exchange
Interoperability and compatibility between later 
Microsoft Office and previous-Office-version 
file formats ensure business continuity and 
reduced support costs. Accurate comparison is 
ensured regardless of the file format version 
used and exchanged.

Extend your document 
management system
Out-of-the-box integration between Compare 8 
and document management systems of record 
such as, SharePoint, iManage, OpenText, 
Documentum, or NetDocuments allows users 
to compare files directly from their familiar 
interface, reducing the time dedicated to 
change-management processes.

Document redlining made simple 
Customize and control the changes you’re 
shown and how they’re displayed in the redline 
document, making it easier to see and 
understand changes. Using Microsoft Word 
Track Changes or other redline formats, you 
can share redlines without risk of 
misinterpretation or missed changes.

About Workshare 
Workshare is a leading provider of secure enterprise collaboration applications. Workshare allows individuals to easily 
create, share, and manage high-value content anywhere, on any device. Workshare enhances the efficiency of the 
collaborative process by enabling content owners to accurately track and compare changes from contributors 
simultaneously. Workshare also reduces the commercial risk posed by inadvertently sharing confidential or sensitive 
documents. More than 1.8 million professionals in 70 countries use Workshare’s award-winning desktop, mobile, tablet, 
and online applications. For more information visit http://www.workshare.com or follow Workshare on twitter at 
www.twitter.com/workshare.

• Workshare named finalist for
ILTA Vendor Award 2013

• Workshare winner of 2013 Hot
Companies and Best Products
- Best Products for Enterprise
2.0

• Winner Ovum BYOX Award
2013




